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Weight Capacity

Range of Motion

Dimensions

Interactive Arm LD

Ergotron® Dimensional &
Range of Motion

Illustrations

25 lbs (11.3 kg)

5°

70°

180°

360°

180°

20"
(508 mm)

4.05”
(103 mm)

3.06”
(77.6 mm)

11.97”
(304 mm)

1.88”
(47.6 mm)

14.88”
(378.1 mm)

3.37”
(85.7 mm)

3.0”
(75 mm)

4.0” (100 mm)

Stud mounting:
M8 x 80mm or 5/16” x 3” 
and fl at washer 8mm or 
5/16” (2 places)

Wall Track mounting:
Button head cap screw 
#10-24 x 5/8” (4 places)

8.37”
(213 mm)

Monitor depth greater than 2.5" (64 mm) may diminish capacity.
Call Ergotron for more information.

Wall Mount Bracket
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6”

(152 mm)

5’0” - 6’1”
(152.-185cm)

50.5”
(1283mm)

10.8”
(273mm)

2.5”
(63mm)

8.6”
(218mm)11.6”

(295mm)

0.6”
(14mm)

4.3”
(107mm)

5’0” - 6’4”
(152-193cm)

35”
(mm)

This mounting height is a recommendation for an ergonomic workstation that accommodates user heights of 5'0"-6'1" 
(152-185cm) when set up for standing and user heights of 5’0”-6’4” (152-193cm) when set up for sitting.

If user heights are diff erent than this, you should change mounting height to accommodate user heights. (Change mount-
ing height one inch for every one inch diff erence in user heights).

Determine mounting location:

Mounting height assumes 
there is a 6” (152 mm) distance 
between the center of your 
monitor mounting holes and 
the top of the screen. If your 
distance is smaller, you should 
increase mounting height 
accordingly, if your distance 
is larger, you should 
decrease your mounting 
height accordingly.

Top view showing range of motion when pulled out from the wall.

Front view with arm pushed back against the wall.

Mounting Height for Ergonomic Workstation


